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ABSTRACT I t has been suggested that models conceptualizing human fishers as predators in marine ecosystems hold potentials for developing fislieries-managen'lent policies.
However, questionable assumptions inherent in some of these models may also lend tliem
tlie potential for confounding that process: for example, the low degree of interdependency and lack of coevolution between human fishers and their prey, and the consequences for fishing effort which stem from Iiuman fishers' having culture.

Introduction
Formal models have a language and methodology all their own, which for
some in fisheries management is seductive in its elegance and persuasive in its
seeming authenticity. Hence, reliance upon such models may pose a tempting
alternative to the otherwise formidable task of weighing and mediating the
ambiguous, complex, and frustrating problems that often surround the
development of appropriate fisheries-management policies. Yet, as Maiolo
and Orbach (1982:13) observe regarding various formal models used by
economists who are interested in fisheries management, 'Although they
embody appealing language and method [they] somehow fail to predict the
necessary range of consequences of policies.'
To this criticism advocates for the use of formal models in fisheries
management often reply, 'Even if these models are not perfect, scientifically
speaking they are still the best thing we have.' But, are they?
McGuire (1991), in a masterful article about the failure of certain shrimp
fisheries around the world, explains how misconceived scientific discourses
sometimes become hegemonic discourses in policy formulation, even though
as Palsson and Durrenberger (1990:138) remind us, 'Biological models are
not simply descriptions of nature, they are cultural artefacts, too.' In other
words, policy makers sometimes forget that scientific models emanate from
a particular professional milieu - a fisheries-management subculture having
its own theoretical ethos, initiation rites, rules governing group membership
and rites of passage, linguistic usages, dialectical patterns for
communicating, collective concerns for reducing professional risks and ensuring survival, and other shared concerns.
A grave problem may therefore arise when questionable scientific formulations amass sufficient power to sway the development of management
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policies. As McGuire (1991:33) observes, drawing on ideas from several
others,' a persistent problem in fisheries management today is how the
seemingly 'authentic discourse' of the scientist becomes the 'authoritative
discourse' as well, permitt'ing it to play a decisive role in the establishment of
management policies.
Moreover, while most formal models used in fisheries management are
phrased in deterministic and mechanical form (including those simulating
'chaotic' population changes: e.g., Wilson et al. 1990), suggesting they are
'predictive models,' it should be noted that this is only a matter of their form.
Otherwise they remain simplifications of reality which only rarely predict
future fish populations corresponding with various projections of fishing
effort, and almost never predict future populations of human fishers and/or
their fishing behavior corresponding with various projections of fish stocks.

Modeling Human Fishers as 'Predators' in Marine Ecosystems
Human paleontologists generally agree that our human and nearly human
ancestors passed through a long, evolutionary stage while subsisting mainly
as predators (cf. Binford 1987; Dart 1953; Shipman 1984; and Trinkaus
1987:107). Indeed, the idea that the predator's way is still a fundamental
aspect of even modern humanity's physical and behavioral make-up remains
a popular idea. Robert Ardrey, for example, unquestionably the most renowned popularizer of this idea, states in his best-selling book, African
Genesis: 'Children of all animal kind, we inherited many a social nicety as
well as the predator's way' (1961:g). However, when it is proposed that
modern fishers may be conceptualized as any other predators in marine
ecosystems, and especially when this is asserted to hold potentials for the
development of fisheries-management policies, then a few cautionary comments seem in order.2
McGuire's recent article on the failure of certain shrimp fisheries caused
me to think back on an article by Jeffrey Icassner which appeared in MAST
a few years ago. In it Icassner stated:
An ecological profile of a fishermen population would present a more comprehensive
ecological study, examining tlie ecological processes of predation, competition and
adaptation from the perspective of the fishermen. All pertinent factors would therefore be
taken into account (1988:182).

Furthermore, he said:
The baymen are examined from the perspective of a predator on hard clams requiring a
certain amount of harvest to survive and as competitors with each other and with other
predators for Iiard clams as well as with those seeking to control access to bay bottom for
shellfish culture, among others (ibid.).

Of course, formal models of the population dynamics of non-hunzan

organisms in marine ecosystems have achieved some limited success in terms
of their predictive power (e.g., Icremer and Nixon 1978). Many of these have
employed versions of what is known as the 'Lotka-Volterra' predator-prey
formulation, a mathematical framework which formalizes the population
dynamics of a predator and its prey as a coupled system of nonlinear
differential equations. This framework was developed by Lotka (1925) in
Elements of Physical Biology and Volterra (1926) in 'Variations and Fluctuations of the Number of Individuals in Animal Species Living Together,' and
later refined into nearly its modern form by Fleming (1939) in 'The Control
of Diatom Populations by Grazing.'
While variously successful in terms of their predictive power, these models
are of necessity simplifications of reality, since they simulate-the interdependent dynamics of only a few organisms out of a milieu typically containing
thousands. Furthermore, their creators usually acknowledge that there are
still many other dynamics in the sea - that is, other than the interdependent
dynamics between the populations of the predators and the prey being
modeled - which sometimes make even the best conceived models go awry.
Nevertheless, because of their formal elegance, their seeming ability to take
all pertinent factors into account, and occasionally, their predictive power,
these models early on drew the attention of fisheries managers.
Models of fisheries dynamics conceptualizing human fishers as predators
in marine ecosystems have also been proposed (e.g., Clepper el al. 1979). A
few are quite formal and have likewise utilized versions of the Lotka-Volterra
formulation, and practically all were developed for purposes of informing
fisheries management. But just how useful are they infisheries management?
The anthropologist Francis Bowles (1979:27) posed this same basic question
more than 12 years ago. Speaking at the 1978 International Symposium on
Predator-Prey Systems in Fish Communities and their Role in Fisheries
Management, he said:
I arn trying to ask a very general question. Fisl~ermenare clearly predators in a marine or
estuarine ecosystem. [Bull To wllat degree, from a biological standpoint, would you
expect the same moclels, the same constraints, as you would see in another predator, to act
on these fishermen as predators ... In other words, if a group of fishermen has developed
a set of internal rules to govern their bellavior and govern the options they have for wllat
species they want to go after and when tiley will switcll prey species ... How mucl~
correspondence might we expect to find between that situation and a predator-prey model
whicl~treated them like another fish species?

Returning now to Kassner, on first glance his ecosystemic conceptualization of the clammers of The Great South Bay, New York, as predators on
hard clams does seem a parsimonious and valid description of the instrumental relationships among the fishers, the resource (hard clams), and other
human competitors. But, when he concludes that 'The ecological profile also
has potential management applications as it reveals fishermen dynamics and
it could be used to predict how fishermen respond to management imposed

externalities' (1988:194), I wondered whether 'all pertinent factors' had
indeed been taken into account.
Particularly troubling to me was a statement appearing in an early paragraph:
A fishermen population (i.e., fishermen in a geographically discrete area harvesting the
same organism) is no different than that of any other species (ibid.:182).

Certainly he meant 'a fishermen population ... is no different than that of any
other species' for purposes of the model he proposed, but even so I began to
feel uneasy with that proposition.3
Human versus Marine Predators in Marine Ecosystems
Most formal ecosystemic predator-prey models involving non-human organisms are concerned with interdependent predators and prey whose populations are affected by their interactive dynamic in conjunction with their
respective birth and mortality rates. Thus, a high degree of interdependency
between the predator and its prey is a necessary (even if tacitly assumed)
condition for constructing these models.
However, when human fishers are conceptualized as predators in predatorprey models of marine ecosystems the same degree of interdependency
between their populations and those of their prey cannot be assumed. This is
because fishers' populations only partly derive from their success in capturing their targeted prey, while myriad other factors may be more decisive historical and traditional residence and occupational patterns, for example,
important symbolic orientations surrounding self identity, and other complex
sociocultural, economic, political, and demographic dynamics, not to mention influences from forces completely external to the fishery. In essence,
while most formal ecosystemic models posit predator and prey as mutually
dependent variables, in reality human fishers have far greater degrees of
freedom vis-a-vis those frameworks than the degrees of freedom that can be
assumed for their prey.
This lesser degree of interdependency between human fishers and their
prey, as compared with that which typically obtains between non-human
predators and their prey, stems mainly from the fact that human fishers and
their marine prey do not live in the same medium. Recall that Volterra's
(1926) initial formulation was concerned with 'Variations and Fluctuations
of the Number of Individuals in Animal Species Living Together' (emphasis
mine). Thus, Lotka-Volterra formulations which conceptualize human fishers as predators in marine ecosystems significantly depart from Volterra's
original conception.
Another factor undermining the necessary assumption of interdependence
is that there has been no significant coevolution between human fishers and
their marine prey. Whereas many predator-prey relationships among animals

human survival also entails the maintenance of complex sociocultural
dv-. ...namics. And for most of modern humanity this dynamic prompts demands
for natural resources which far exceed what is needed merely for biological
maintenance, growth, and reproduction.
--J

Summary and Coneiusions
Ecosystemic models which conceptualize humans as any other predator in a
marine environment - even those which are informally constructed as prose
texts such as in Kassner (1988) - assert or at least imply erroneous parallels
between human fishers and other marine predators by inhering questionable
assumptions about the nature of the relationships between the human fishers
and their prey. Such models may have heuristic value for facilitating discovery of the main instrumental relationships in an ecosystem, and are
potentially of greatest use when biological conservation of the prey species is
the first concern. Otherwise, they offer little insight concerning how to
manage human fishers.
What they most lack - even when they succeed in predicting future fish
stocks corresponding with varying types and levels of fishing effort - and
that which is so difficult to formally link to them, are two other objective
functions. These are what Shoemaker (1990:102) calls 'a criterion function
for determining management's success and permitting comparison with other
management programs,' and 'constraint equations,' which place limits either
on the decision variables or on the dynamics of the system. Failing integration of these latter two functions, ecosystemic predator-prey models fall
short of being true management models.
In a different vein, another problem inherent in conceptualizing human
fishers as predators stems from the pejorative connotations surrounding the
word 'predator' itself, which include 'plunderer,' 'destroyer,' 'devourer,'
'pillager,' and 'robber.' Thus, by labelling human fishers as 'predators' in
marine ecosystems we risk dehumanizing them in fisheries-management
contexts.
Models conceptualizing human fishers as predators in marine ecosystems
may offer useful perspectives for framing management-policy questions, but
they should be only one voice among many. A diversity of voices which are
authoritatively vested in diverse ways, and which propose models of many
types, should always inform fisheries-management policies.
I have no doubts that our ancestors passed through a long, evolutionary
stage by living essentially as predators. Nor do I doubt that 'the predator's
way' remains a fundamental aspect of even modern human nature. But when
we make the leap from those general assumptions to more formalized
conceptualizations of humans-as-predators in the fisheries we may run into
trouble. This is because of limitations in the models themselves, because the
dynamics they inhere are not necessarily analogous to modern human nature,
and because in doing so we risk dehumanizing the very people whose lives we
otherwise hope to improve.

Notes
1. Specifically, Asad (1979:623), Bourdieu (1987:809), Durrenberger (1988), Goodrich
(1987:132), McEvoy (1988), Meehan (1984), Palsson and Durrenberger (1990:138), and Smith
(1990).
2. In a very general sense, most bioeconomic models utilized in fisheries management today
imply that human fishers are 'predators' in marine ecosystems, since they presume the existence
of equilibrium states regarding human fishing effort on the one hand and managed fish
populations on the other.
3. My main concerns in this article are briefly discussed in McGoodwin (1990:87-88).
4. Some scholars refute this notion - notably Ingold (1986a:16-17 and 248-49, 1986b, and
1988:9-11). Citing Bock (1980:148), Ingold develops an argument that culture is not the sole
province o f human beings because 'some species of animals (primarily vertebrates) have "culture
histories"' (1986b:217). This, he says, is because a large part of 'the transmission of tradition' in
humans and higher animal forms 'entails a kind of observational learning' (ibid.:359), and is not
restricted
to traditions learned through intentional teaching. Voegelin (1951:370), who similarly
.--..
relies on this broader interpretation of learning, likewise asserts that 'infra-human animals' have
culture.
I feel these views are irrelevant for fisheries management for two main reasons: first, because
none of the marine prey which is the object of human fishing effort today can be regarded as
'infra-human'; and second, because no discrete populations of any marine species which are
exploited by human fishers seem to 'learn' differential behaviors analogous to different localized
'traditions' which significantly help them to evade the particular method of capture being
applied to them.
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